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StandardOperating Procedure (SOP)on Mission Zero Visibility of Grass, 
Plastic and Soil (GPS) in Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation area 

In order to provide a clean & green environment to the citizens of the city with 

Community and Public participation & to ensure collection of garbage from the 

door steps, BMC aims at complete cleanliness of areas under its jurisdiction by 

focusing on 03 (three) major parameters of cleanliness i.e. Zero visibility of 

Grass, Bushes near by roads and lanes, zero visibility of plastic on roads & 

public places and prohibit from using single use plastic as well as cleaning and 

lifting of plastic wastes, domestic hazardous waste from habitations and 

beautification through covering of uncover soils (construction and demolition 

waste/material) exposed aside of road, park, street & Govt. establishment

approaches i.e. GPS-Grass, Plastic, Soil (CD waste). 

In view of the above, this Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) is prepared and to be 

adhered by all concerned. 

1. Preparation of Zone level Committee 
1.1.For execution of various sanitation activities and monitoring, in each Zone of 

BMC a dedicated team shall be formed consisting of the staffs/ officials as 

bellow,

a) Concerned Zonal Dy. Commissioner (ZDC), BMC 

b) Assistant Health Officer

c) Concerned Junior Engineer/ Asst. Engineer 

d) Jr. Sanitation Expert

2. PreparatoryMeeting before initiation of "Mission Zero GPS" drive 
2.1.To ensure citizen awareness and their involvement at large in "Mission Zero 

GPS" drive, a special "MO WARD" meeting shall be organized at each ward by 

the concerned Sanitary Inspector (SI) in coordination with the ZDC concerned 

and Health Officer, BMC to discuss and orient regarding the aim and objectives 

of the drive. 



2.2.In the "MO WARD" meeting, the concerned Zonal Dy. Commissioner, BMC and 

Health Officer, BMC shall brief on each aspects of this drive to the citizens

residents of the ward.

2.3.After completion of "MO WARD" meeting, a ward parikrama must be 

undertaken to evaluate the condition of the ward in respect to the status of 

the "Mission zero GPS".

3. Preparation of Ward levelTeam for surveyand identificationof faulty
patches 

3.1.For smooth implementation of the "Mission Zero GPs" drive, a ward level team 

is constituted for survey purpose as below,

a) Jr. Sanitation Expert

b) Concerned Jr. Engineer/ Asst. Engineer

c) Concerned Sanitary Inspector 

d) Concerned Ward Officers

e) Swacha Sathi

Swachha Supervisor 
g) Ward residents/ habitants (minimum 10 nos.- Senior citizen, WSHG,

Students) 

3.2.The team shall identify all necessary areas of the ward where ULB intervention 

is required and suitable actions to be taken for success of "Mission Zero 

Visibility of GPS" in the ward.

4. Survey Techniques 

4.1.Survey for identification of Grass, Bush Patches:

4.1.1. The Ward level team shall conduct a thorough survey for the entire ward 

area to find out the grassy patches asides of the road, walking tracks, 

market complex and other ULB owned establishments. 

4.1.2. The Survey information shall be collected in a Prescribed format for 

Grass Survey consisting of no. of roads, its length, no. of market

complexes having grassy patches etc. 

4.2.Survey for identification of secondary garbage points:

4.2.1. The Ward level team shall conduct survey to identify the Secondary 
Garbage Points and plastic waste hubs inside the ward.



4.2.2. The SI of the Ward In coordination with the Jr. Sanitation Experts shall 

plan out to stop secondary dumping points and plastic waste hubs 

through awareness by Swachha Sathis and Swachha Supervisors/ Mass 

Rally/Mass Campaigns as approprlate. 

4.2.3. The team shall also Identify the unauthorized flex, banners displayed and 

submit the same details to the enforcement squad for its removal.

4.2.4. The team shall also identify the areas in the ward where bio-medical 

garbage is dumped and the SI of the Ward in coordination with the Jr. 

Sanitation Experts plan out for its safe disposal. 

4.3.Survey for identification of filthy soil patches:

4.3.1. The Ward level team shall identify the filthy soil patches in the ward 

including places of important establishment where filthy soil is lying in 

the ward.

4.3.2. The SI of the ward shall coordinate with the C8&D waste management 

expert, BMC/ concerned zone enforcement team for its enforcement and 

lifting.

4.4.Survey for identification of Defunct vehicles: 

4.4.1. The ward level team shall also identify the Defunct Vehicles Thella's/ Old 

& Damaged furniture's (table, chair) etc. lying in public places for a long 

time in different locations of the ward and shall issue Notice with a validity 

period of 7 days to remove the defunct vehicle. Any failure on part of the 

Owner to remove the Defunct Vehicles Thella's Old & Damaged

furniture's (table, chair) etc. from the site within stipulated time, then the 

matter shall be brought to the notice of the concerned ZDCs for seizure of 

the Defunct Vehicles/ Thella's/ Old & Damaged furniture's (table, chair)

etc. and it's auction.

5. Plan of Action for Zero visibility of GPS 
5.1.Zero visibility of Grass: 

As per the report collected from the ward level survey team, the concerned ZDC 

shall take up the following actions for zero visibility of grass in the ward.

5.1.1. Shall ensure use of PPE by every Safai Bhai/ Safai Didi engaged for 

uprooting of grass. 



5.1.2. Shall ensure that the Safal Bhai/ Safai Didi engaged for uprooting of grass

is carrying Grass cutter sharp tools/ mechanized equipment's (bush cutter

grass cutter) to expedite cutting/ uprooting of wild grasses and 

unwanted plants. 

5.1.3.Shall ensure that all residues after grass cutting/ uprooting pruning is 

transported in the vehidle engaged for sanitation work after the workK

completed. 
5.1.4. Shall ensure that in Dry Days chemical solution spray activities are 

undertaken both side of the roads to prevent the growth of unwanted

grass.

5.2.Zero visibility of Plastic:

In Order to ensure the city is free from plastic, the ZDCs concerned shall ensure

Zero visibility of plastic waste on road side including in the market areas.

commercial areas and shall implement meticulously the following 

5.2.1. 5-meter radius cleanliness with the involvement and participation of 

community/ residents of the wards in letter and spirit.

5.2.2. Shall ensure that the shopkeepers and the household owners/ residents 

are ensuring and maintain cleanliness of 5-meter radius of their houses/

shops.
5.2.3. The enforcement team of the concerned zone shall ensure 5mt radius

cleanliness implemented due diligently.

5.2.4. Weekly felicitations shall be made to the shopkeeper and the household 

Owner who is following the 5-meter radius cleanliness principle

meticulously and maintaining to ensure others are motivated and following. 

5.2.5. Shall ensure that the shopkeeper's are placing required Proper size of 

green dustbin (for wet waste) and blue dustbin (for dry waste) in their 

shops for its use to ensure there is no littering of waste.

5.2.6. The shopkeepers are to be aware and motivated to ensure their customers 

are using the dustbin of the shop and avoid littering waste outside. If 

customers are not following then the shopkeeper must insist the customer

to obey the rules and directions of BMC. 

5.2.7. Shall ensure the Safai Bhai/ Safai Didi engaged for lifting and 

transportation of waste are using PPE. 



5.2.8. Shall ensure the Safai Bhai / Safai Didi carry separate bag to pick-up plastic 
waste while doing the sweeping work.

5.2.9. Shall ensure radium signages are placed on the road to avoid accident

during National Highway (NH) cleaning. 

5.2.10. Shall ensure all Safai Bhai's / Safal Didi's use wheel barrow (radium) with 

Blue and Green Partition and segregate the sweeping waste/ material 

and keep separately in the wheel barrow. 

5.2.11. Shall ensure while lifting and transporting the night sweeping garbage,
the non-recyclable/ recyclable plastic are kept separately and to be 

deposited in the MRF. 

5.2.12. Shall ensure the night sweeping garbage is lifted and transported on the 

same night / Real time.

5.2.13. Shall ensure the Safai Didi's are getting feedback in the Feedback card 

every day from at least 50 residents/ households/ shopkeepers of the

concerned ward covering all lanes/ by-lanes /streets in the ward.

5.2.14. Shall ensure all collected plastic waste are segregated and transported to 

MRF center for further processing. 
5.2.15.Shall ensure involvement and participation of community/ citizens/ 

residents of the ward for sustainability of the cleaning practices 

undertaken. 

5.2.16. The Nodal officer of the concerned wards and the ward level team shall

ensure awareness and to motivate the community / residents / citizens of 

the concerned ward for their greater participation and involvement(in the 
cleaning and sanitation practice undertaken by the Municipal Corporation. 

5.2.17. Shall ensure Mass cleaning drives are undertaken during every weekend
in consultation with the local Corporator. 

5.2.18. Shall ensure proper awareness campaigns/ door to door mobilization 

through Swachha Sathis, Swachha Supervisors to ensure participation of 

the residents citizens/ community in "Mo Ward" Meetings. 

5.3.Zero visibility of Soil (CD waste):
The soil deposited near speed breaker, divider comes from various sources like 

C&D waste deposited on road side, soil erosion, wind etc. leads to create an 

unpleasant perception in the minds of the citizens of the city and hence to 



Overcome such scenarios the following steps are to be followed and ensured by 

the concerned ZDCs of the ward,
5.3.1. Shall ensure there is no soil (CD waste) in between the drain and road and 

accordingly cleaning and lifting of soil to be ensured. 

5.3.2. Paver blocks must be installed both side of the roads in a phased manner 

for beautification as well as preventing unwanted grass and shall ensure

100% paver block in both sides of the road in a time bound manner having

a plan in place.

5.3.3. Where there is more space on road side, steps must be taken to convert it 

for place of recreation. 

5.3.4.Ornamental/ avenue plants shall be planted to arrest soil erosion and 

enhance beautification of road side areas / Lawns.

5.3.5. The beautification zones / squares/ corners and statues on the road are to 

be maintained and timely grass cutting/ pruning exercises are to be 

undertaken. 

6. Supervision & Monitoring Tools 
To sustain the Zero Visibility of GPs the BMC Officials have to monitor the practices/ 

process closely and provide their inputs to the executants and staffs such as Swachha

Sathis, Swachha Supervisors regularly. To ease the practice/process some key functions 

have to be adhered by all concerned as merntioned below,

6.1.1. Concerned ZDCs / Junior Sanitation Expert / Sanitary Inspector should

regularly visit to every ward along with major roads.

6.1.2. Shall ensure every Safai Bhai / Safai Didi wearing / using PPE during work.

6.1.3. Shall ensure proper signage is placed on road as applicable during

sweeping to avoid any kind of acidents. 

6.1.4. Shall ensure the plastic waste collected are lifted and transported to 

concerned MRF. 

6.1.5. Shall ensure there is no road side dumping.

6.1.6. Shall promote "bring your own Cloth bag / bags other than pfasti" concept

among the citizens / residents in the city. 

6.1.7. Shall arrange machineries/ equipments for ease down the processsf Grass 

cutting&soil removal.



6.1.8. Shall fix up one day in a week for Mass cleaning and arrange awareness 

campalgns in all wards of BMC. 

The SOP as above to be adhered by all concerned to ensure the Vision of Zero 

Visibility of GPS and with the slogan "Mo Bhubaneswar Swachha Bhubaneswar". 
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Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation 
"Mission Zero Visibility of GPS" 

FORMAT FOR - Survey for identification of Grass, Bush Patches 

Name of the SI 

Date of Survey 

Locations /Patches /Roads/ Market complex/ 
Establishments identified for Grass/ Bush 

Cutting/ uprooting 

Length of 
the patch/

road (in

Kms.)

Remarks if 
SI. No. any 

From To 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

10 

11 Total 

Signature of the members of Ward 
Level Team present during Survey


